
Minutes of the Nashua ARC Meeting January 3, 2017 

INTRODUCTION:   
President Fred Kemmerer - AB1OC, started the meeting at 7 PM and asked members to introduce 
themselves by giving their name, callsign and location.   Fred welcomed the newly elected members of 
the Board Of Directors (BOD) and introduced all of the board members that were present to the group.   
Treasurer Wayne Wagner - AG1A, provided a quick status summary of the club’s monetary inflows and 
outflows and indicated that the club had made a $100 donation to the First Church.   
 
Activities Director Anita Kemmerer - AB1QB, addressed the license class progress and announced the 
next round of classes:  Tech license: February 25 -26,  General license: March 18-19, and Extra license 
class: scheduled for April 28-30.  Anita showed off the new ARRL Rookie Roundup RTTY award certificate 
and thanked those that helped put N1FD in first place.  Anita covered the clubs participation in the CQ 
WW SSB contest. 
 
Programs Director Brian Smigielski - AB1ZO, talked about the club’s Youth Outreach Project team:  
Membership Director Jamey Finchum  - KC1ENX; Programs Director Brian Smigielski - AB1ZO; Youth 

Advisor to the Board Abby Finchum (KC1FFX); and  Vice President Greg Fuller - W1TEN.  A new outreach 

event is planned for Saturday, January 28th at Makeit Labs between the hours of 9AM and 3PM.  A live 

Get On The Air (GOTA) station is planned along with a Satellite Station setup display.  Volunteers are 

needed to help with this event and should contact one of the Outreach Team members. 

President Fred Kemmerer - AB1OC, discussed plans for the upcoming Near Space Balloon launch and the 

goal of helping to get young people involved.  Kids can use the material and their experiences to make 

presentations to their school(s).  The Helium weather balloon will rise to about 100,000 feet and will 

capture the flight with a lightweight video camera attached to the balloon.  The flight video can be 

played back after the balloon bursts and the package parachutes back to earth.  The flight will be 

tracked with a 2M band APRS transmitter to help the ground crew locate and recover the package at the 

end of the flight.   

Programs Director Brian Smigielski - AB1ZO, provided a summary of the upcoming program schedules: 

January 10th Tech Night covering HF operating tips and tricks;  February 7th club meeting with a 

presentation of National Parks On The Air (NPOTA) by a park ranger; and the planned Saturday February 

18th Tech Night Oscilloscope Kit build at the First Church.   

PROGRAM: 
The January club meeting is the traditional Nashua ARC Project Night.  At this meeting several of our 
members plan to share some of their latest projects and ideas with the club.  Typical projects may be 
hardware or software and often include innovative solutions and ideas to improve equipment setup or 
operation.   The order of the presenters was selected at random. 
 
❶  Dennis Marandos - K1LGQ, brought along several items for project night.  The two items were 
assembled 80M and 40M Neophyte Receiver kits.  The receiver appeared in an article in February 1988 
QST which describes its design, assembly and operation.  This kit includes a wooden base and front 
panel and includes a small circuit card with two ICs, a battery pack, front panel speaker, volume control 

http://www.makeitlabs.com/directions/
http://www.arrl.org/files/file/Technology/tis/info/pdf/28814.pdf


and frequency tuning capacitor.  This is an example of what can be achieved with limited complexity and 
should help inspire those who have limited soldering and assembly experience.   
 
Dennis brought along another kit example with a small 100 Khz crystal calibrator project from many 
years ago.  The calibrator generates a series of harmonic markers at 100 Khz and 25 Khz markers that 
can be used to adjust or “calibrate” the front panel scale of your receiver.  These were important as 
early shortwave receiver frequency scales were often just scribed on a sheet of glass or plastic to 
provide a rough idea of where you were in the band. Some of the more sophisticated receivers were 
more accurate, but even then most would rely on a crystal calibrator to adjust the readout. 
 
Dennis also displayed two additional build items: a Scorpion VSWR meter with built in 50Ω Dummy Load 
and a homebrew correct polarity tested designed around the Anderson Power Pole connector.  Incorrect 
DC polarity can damage your radio and this easy to build item can help prevent an unpleasant surprise. 
 
❷  Mike Murphy - WU2D,  brought in a hombrew “Retro-QRP” transmitter project.  The first and most 
notable part of the project was the fact that the transmitter derived all of its operating voltages directly 
from the AC power line without using an Isolation Transform.  Mike called power line circuit a “widow 
maker” because without proper care and attention it was possible to connect the “Hot” side of the AC 
power line directly to the common grounding side of the transmitter.   Thus a deadly AC voltage 
potential could exist between the transmitter’s chassis and any other properly grounded point in the 
shack.   
 
Mike noted that the original power source was designed for European commercial power line sources 
(about 240VAC) and he modified the DC rectifier assembly to incorporate a voltage doubling circuit 
needed to obtain the tube plate voltage.  Mike input power circuit also incorporated two indicator 
circuits to help protect against the reversed AC input wiring  dangers, one indicated the presence of live 
AC power and the other that the “Hot” side of the power was incorrectly connected to the devices 
common grounding point.  The lamps needed to be checked each time the transmitter was plugged in 
before the transmitter could be safely operated after repairing any AC wiring problems.   
 
❸  Charles Pentedemos AB1ZN, brought in an interesting antique radio that he estimated to be of the 
1920’s vintage.  The radio was fabricated on a wooden base and featured an open design allowing easy 
viewing of its one tune circuitry.  Techniques and components used in that era included a mechanical 
tuning capacitor and a large inductor with link coupling elements that could be rotated inside the large 
coil to control the inductive coupling factor.  The radio also featured an antique set of headphones and 
did not appear to be able to directly drive any type of attached speaker.  The frequency range covered 
by the receiver was unknown, but very likely covered the AM broadcast band or a little more, judging 
from the size of the main inductor.  Charlie’s presentation helps us realize just how much radio has 
grown from its beginnings, and appreciate the unique challenges that the radio experimenters must 
have enjoyed.  Thanks Charlie for brining this in to share with the club. 
 
❹  Jeff Millar – WA1HCO, showed us a prototype antenna matchbox that he had designed and built in 
response to an earlier antenna analysis that he had performed.  In his earlier Tech Night presentation 
Jeff explained how he used a Smith Chart software utility to evaluate the effects of adding additional L 
and C circuit components to widen the effective SWR bandwidth.  Jeff combined this effort along with 
other software tools to predict an optimized solution.  The solution looked promising, but no real 
hardware had been fabricated to verify the response under high power real world use.   
 



The project that Jeff showed fabricated in a nice commercial enclosure that was well laid out and 
carefully drilled out and assembled front panel with knobs for high voltage variable capacitors and roller 
inductors.  All components were adjustable to allow the box to be configured to match the predicted 
optimum circuit values.  The rear panel of the project had three SO239 coax connectors provide for 
input, output, and mid stage signal sampling. 
 
❺  Anita Kemmerer - AB1QB, presented an a brief hardware and software update on her “DX Alarm 
Clock” software project.  The project is designed to watch various DX cluster servers and to access her 
club log to identify DX stations that she needs for various awards.  When her system identifies a needed 
DX station, it will send a text message to her cell phone and her e-mail account.  The updates that Anita 
described include the use of a Raspberry Pi with a 2.8” Touch Screen Display module.  The design also 
featured a rechargeable speaker system connected to the raspberry Pi audio output channel to generate 
an alarm as needed DX stations are identified by her system.  Anita indicated that she could remotely log 
into the linux based raspberry Pi system with a Windows based tool for Secure Shell (SSH) access.   
 
Anita described the some of the software enhancements to the system and her use of Samba and 
Dropbox to backup her files.  It is very likely that we will hear more about new features and 
enhancements to Anita’s DX Alarm Clock software in the future. 
 
❻  Fred Kemmerer – AB1OC, provided a short video presentation of his Active Low Band receive amp 
project.  The antennas cover from the AM broadcast radio bands, on up through 10 meters.  They array 
consists of two short vertical antennas with a preamplifier stage which provides signal gain and 
transforms the antenna’s high impedance down to about 75Ω to return the signal to the shack.   
 
Fred indicated the antennas are installed about 135 ft apart and include 4 short radials and ground.  The 
amplifiers return the signals back to the shack thru special 75Ω flooded “Gooey” coax cables of equal 
lengths (to preserve signal timing relationships).  Fred explained a solution he devised to disable the 
Active Antenna’s during high power transmitting in his multi-operator station setup.  Disabling the 
Active Antennas is critical to preventing them from being overloaded and damaged. 
 
The Active Antennas are ultimately connected to a control box that provides controls to adjust the signal 
gains and control the phase relationship between the elements essentially “steering” the antenna 
received signal path.  Fred explained that his practice was to NULL out the desired signal with the 
controls and then use the phase reversal switch to make the signal phases additive (constructive 
interference).  By nulling the desired signal first, the optimum control settings are easily realized as the 
depth of the null is easier to observe than when the signals are being peaked.    
 
❼  Mike Kotarba - KB1WAL, made a presentation on a 5 watt 20M SSB transceiver that he constructed 
using the Manhattan style build technique.   Segments of the design were fabricated on small individual 
pieces copper clad board for ease of evaluation and testing.  Insulated “islands” were created on the 
board surface with a special tool to create circuit attachment points.  Discrete leaded components were 
then added between these points and occasionally the surrounding ground plane to match the electrical 
schematic diagram.  The starting point for the Mike’s project was a design that was found online and 
had originated in India.   
 
Modifications to the original design were made to accommodate readily available transistors and 
components.  Mike indicated that the “Solder Smoke Guys” and online discussion groups had discussed 
modifications and improvements to the design.  Mike encountered frequency drift problems with the 



original VFO design and decided to use and Arduino Si5153 DDS clock generator breakout board to serve 
as a reliable Local Oscillator (LO).  Mike indicated that his project approach was a good way to 
experiment and learn about how circuits worked.  Everyone was impressed with Mike’s SSB project and 
his detailed presentation. 
 
❽ Hamilton Stewart – K1HMS, discussed his efforts in building digital projects using Field Programmable 
Logic Devices (FPLD) or Gate Arrays and the many low cost developmental boards that are available 
today.  The FPLD contains a very large number of programmable logic building blocks that can be 
“wired” together or configured with software tools.  The devices feature a large I/O count and some 
may support more than one logic family (eliminating the need for external voltage level shifting 
circuitry).   
 
Many FPLD manufactures are offering a free Integrated Design Environment (IDE) software tool set that 
allow the user to define their design using schematic capture, Logic equations and programming 
languages, and these may include libraries of the more common functions (counters, multiplexers, etc) 
which saves development time.  FPLDs allow the user to correct errors and make improvements to their 
designs and then download the new design to the device.  This largely eliminates the need to rewire any 
part of your circuits with the traditional need for a soldering iron.  Hamilton offered to help anyone that 
wanted to download the IDE software to their PC and help familiarize them with the IDE environment. 
 
Next Meeting: 
The Nashua ARC will hold its first Tech Night meeting in the basement of the First Church of Nashua 
starting at 7 PM.  The meeting will discuss the topic of “How to use your HF Radio” and feature 
operating tips and techniques that apply to both contesters and the casual radio operator.  The Tech 
Night meeting is open to all interested members. 
 
The next Board of Directors (BOD) meeting will be held on January 26 in the Hunt room at the Nashua 
Public Library, starting at 7 PM.  The BOD meeting is open to all interested members.   
  
The next regular Club meeting will be held on February 7th 2017, and will feature a presentation on 
National Parks On the Air (NPOTA) by a park ranger.   Having no further business, the club meeting was 
adjourned at about 09:15pm. 

 
 


